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[Nelly - Just A Dream HOOK]

[V1]
Baby come back, b-b-b-back back to me
all I really need is you and I'll be groovy
cuz otherwise I'm david spade, just shoot me
alone behind this door, come into my room please
remember the days we used to lay
here in this bed, girl, the things you used to say
"together forever, it's the only way,
i'm satisfied as long as I got my P and J"
babe, it seems you were tellin lies,
cuz you left me, now I'm all alone inside
I guess you found a better guy,
but you better recognize I'm comin back up extra high
but still when I close my eyes
it's you I see, with your perfect size,
my perfect girl I must be dreamin,
cuz all day long, yeah, I stay thinkin,

[Nelly HOOK]

[V2]
Just a dream, you and me, you and I
together all the time, I gotta tell my mind
you are just a figment, I gotta end this
block you out, build my fences
and get movin on, baby girl you're gone
see me on these songs rockin shows all night long
my beats got speakers blowin up like bombs
got girls on computers burnin CD-ROMS
uh, but when it's back to that bed though
nothin next to me but a flat pillow
and my phone with your contact
now I'm layin there writing out a long text
what's next? i dont know but I gotta stop
I thought I had this situation onlock
well, I got this music and it's hot
so imma let it run, as Biggie talks,

[Notorious BIG BREAKDOWN]
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[Nelly HOOK]
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